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A dandelion can teach much about seeds and seasons and cycles, and the big world that a

wind-blown seed can travel, but it also can make us appreciate the challenges it must overcome.

This gorgeous book is at once simple and profound. You may be surprised and pleased by the

questions and observations of your children after reading this together.
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Picture Books --

What a great story about birth, life, death and rebirth cycle. It's a subtle introduction to the concept

with the dandelion seed starting the cycle. My kids loved it.

This product is awesome

Such beautiful illustrations, and a great way to walk kids through the seasons and the lifecycle of a

seed. I've read this with the kids at our school garden program, and will use it often!



Wonderful book! There were numerous tears on the bottom pages, but for the price I was charged, it

was okay. It was fixable with tape and did not interfere with the story.

This purchase was a great choice! I needed it to present at a ladies fellowship at my church--the

topic was that we all have a purpose--even if we are considered "weeds" by the world--the book

arrived just when I needed it. It was in great condition and packed well. I will def. buy from this

vendor again! Great choice!!

While many will like this book for its metaphorical message, I appreciated the full-paged pictures,

especially the ones showing close-ups of dandelion seeds. It always amazes me that so many

children who pick the heads of dandelions to blow away the "fluff" don't realize that they're helping

Mother Nature to disperse her seeds. It's also nice to see dandelions portrayed in a positive light,

not as a pest of manicured lawns. This would be a great book to use for primary or preschool aged

children in conjunction with the collection and study of dandelion seeds.

5 stars for the art and about 1 or 2 stars for the story. To be realistic, how much can one weave into

a story or even a nature lesson with a dandelian. Kudos to the artist, though.

My granddaughter loves the book! She asks to read it every time she visits. The illustrations are

simply beautiful! I also has such a message to discover with children as you read it. I would strongly

recommend this book for teachers to use as a life lesson in conjunction with science.
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